
Lecture 3: The revenge of Hardware 
The concepts of Operating Systems  16-05-17 10:42 PM 

Assignment #1: 
How Do I start Assignment #1?  
Break to Components 

• How do I get list of files in a directory  
• How do I find type of a file 
• How do I get size of a file 
• How do I calculate an MD5 CheckSum of the File?  

(Hint = Dirent = Library)  
MD5 for regular files.  
stat.h = one method to return.   
 
I/O 

 

 
How to do I/O 



 

Second way using Interrupt  

 
 
DMA = moves large data at certain amount of time instead of small.  



 

 
 
BUSES 



 

 

 
PCI: Peripheral component Interconnect. Parallel bus  
||||| ||| ||… 32  
1010 …  
 
PCIe: Serial Bus  
||||..||| Connect 32 buses down single wire at a time 
0 
1 
0 
1  
Which is more efficient.  
 
SATA 
-Serial ATA 
AT – Advanced Technology 
A – Attachment  



 
USB 
-Universal Serial Bus 
-Slow outside world 
-Hub, responsible for pulling all advice attached 
 
Types of Operating System.  
 

 
 
Main Frame: Deals with large data  
Server: Big, but not very big. How quickly it can be serviced. Contains Database  
Personal: Middle sized machine, respond when you ask to do something 
Mobile: Smaller power than desktop, can’t multi task like personal computers. It ‘feels’ like it 
can 
Embedded : anything smaller than mobile phone. One specific job. Simple set of tasks.  
Real-Time: Divided into soft real time/ Hard real time 
Difference is that hard real time is strict. And soft real time à miss dead line = it’s ok. Just move 
it back.  
Don’t offer multi processing, one at a time.  
 
Some Broad Categories 



Monolithic: Drawbacks, ‘what is broken when?’ User space, Kernel space.  
layered: Memory allocation at a higher level. User programs. Supervisor/Grad/Undergrad. 
Benefits = Bugs separated, we know what part is connected and what isn’t. (Not true? Didn’t 
work that well) 
 Benefit = Better organization.  
Microkernel: Hard to debug, and stack on top of each other on side. Smallest as possible. 
Protection running on and everything else on user space. hard to do on real world.  
Modular: Mushed together, layer + Microkernel. Best of both worlds. Can’t add in Unix  
Hybrid: Mac, Micro + BSD (Unix)  
 
Virtual Machines: One hardware/ different operation system.  
Hypervisors  
 
Type 1 
Virtual Machine monitor  

 
Type 2 



 

Booting 
BIOS 
-Boot Sector 
-Boot Loader 
 
Process  
Process = Program + Data + Execution 
It has : 
- Address Space (all of the memory allocated)  

 
 
-Registers: Program counter 



Stack Counter.  
-List of open files 
-Alarms/Timers 
-List of Related Processes (Parent & Children) 
-Status: Ready, Running, Blocked 
 
All of this information has to be stored! 
àProcess Control Block  
Process Table  
 
Address Space 
Idea 1: Give all memory to the current process.  
Idea 2: Split the memory up equally.  
 
Diagrams:  
Diagram 1: 

 
Diagram 2:  



 
 
Idea 3: Give every process all possible memory. Virtual memory kicks in.  
Diagram 3: 
 



 
 
Files & File System 

• Directories: Other Directories & Fiiles 
• C:\ 
• Way to talk about Disks either by name or mounting.  

 
Special Files 

• Block Special files 
-Randomly Addressable (hard drive = best example) 

• Character Special files 
-Character Streams 

• Pipe 
-One process writes, other one reads.  

 
System Calls 
User mode – Restricted set of instructions 
Kernel mode = unrestricted / Want to protect memory / share resources 
 
Read 
size = read (fd, & buffer, nbytes), 



push n bytes, & buffer, fd 
(accessible memory sets the system call TRAP) 
Invoke read.  
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